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Thank you for the opportunity to present key details from our Office of Innovation FY20 ReportFor context on our office personnel, I’d like to first introduce my teammates:Karinne Bredberg, Assistant Director for Innovation, focusing on innovation partnerships Mark Hankins, Assistant Director for Commercialization, focusing on tech transfer and the IP portfolioChef Bryan Flower, Assistant Director for Food Systems Innovation, focusing on food systems innovation strategy and planning for NICCSOverview of the presentationKey metrics from our IP portfolioReflection on the recent George W. Bush Institute, Opus Faveo Innovation Development, and Southern Methodist innovation impact studyAn overview of FY20 innovation office activities with a look to what we are working for FY21



IP Portfolio Metrics 

• 46 active cases
• 39 US and 18 foreign patents
• 13 patent applications in prosecution
• 2 license agreements
• 2 option agreements
• 1 issued trademark
• 3 FY20 invention disclosures
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Active cases are basically cases related to a single technology e.g. - proton computed tomography.  There might be multiple patent applications or patents issued from a single active case.Patent breakdown:Chemistry and Biochemistry = 24 technology cases (52%);CEET (mostly Mechanical and Electrical) = 13 technology cases (28%);Physics = 4 technology cases (9%);Computer Science = 3 technology cases (7%);Biology = 1 technology case; and Mathematics = 1 technology case.2 license agreements: (Proton VDA and Invictus)2 option agreements: (Bourn & Koch and Therome) Our trademark is “Easy Machining of Hard Materials” relating to laser cutting of ceramics and is currently optioned to Bourn & Koch Invention disclosures are: Fonseca – computer race game;Chung – hearing aid technology; and Mohimi – wearable COVID symptom detection system



Innovation Impact Report

• Measured nine innovation factors
• Gave recommendations for 

improving impact
• NIU ranked 3rd in smaller university 

class
• Success driven by research, 

pedagogy, sound tech transfer office 
practices

• More to be done: efforts to boost 
innovation impact well-aligned with 
report findings
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A recent innovation impact report of note by the George W. Bush Institute, Opus Faveo Innovation Development, and Southern MethodistWould like to first thank Trustee Prichard for his questions on the report9 factors:new patents issued; 2) new license agreements; 3) license income; 4) spinout companies; 5) licenses to spinouts; 6) academic paper citations; 7) patent citations; 8) new STEM doctoral graduates; and, 9) new STEM bachelor’s and master’s graduates. The study covered the period 2013 to 2017 Recommendations:1) Prioritize research.2) Compete hard for and retain star faculty researchers.3) Run an efficient, outcomes-focused technology transfer operation.4) Instill a culture of innovation and entrepreneurship throughout the university.5) Engage closely with the surrounding business and innovation communities.6) Avoid overreliance on sponsored research funding from industry.7) Monitor, quantify, and transparently disclose innovation impact results.NIU ranking and context—we placed 3rd largely because of efficiency, with a heavy reliance on research and teaching productivity (publications patents, STEM graduates) coupled with TTO patent prosecution decisions.More to be done—If we focus more attention on the lagging indicators, particularly those the innovation office can influence such as new license agreements, license income, spin outs, local community partnership engagement and development etc. commercialization activities in general, we can further boost our overall innovation impact and the work we are currently engaging in focuses on this.



Innovation Office Activities

• Innovation inventory
• Prioritization and streamlining

– IP portfolio review
– Research portfolio review
– Internal processes review

• Data-driven approach to partnering
• Spin-out and commercialization focus
• Student and faculty engagement
• Strategic Development Team
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Innovation inventory—spent time diving into research, IP, infrastructure, internal and external stakeholders, to better understand the innovation potential across the ecosystemWe have been working hard on prioritization and streamlining of our activities and effortsFinished an IP portfolio review that essentially binned our IP cases into 3 categories: commercial activity, commercial potential, little/no potential—help prioritize where we spend our time in marketing research, partnership engagement, and where we place additional investmentConducted research portfolio review to better understand funding streams—who funds NIU efforts and who doesn’t? Noted that the DoD in particular among USG entities is surprisingly under representedInternal process review to identify opportunities for additional efficiencies, places to implement best practicesData-driven approach to partnering: began an initial analysis of potential industry partners for innovation; cross-walking this with other stakeholders across campus to deconflict and ensure who of ecosystem pitch when approaching prospectsBegun to build a commercialization framework and strategy with a focus on how NIU might create the conditions to inspire innovation and entrepreneurial activities in students and faculty; creation conditions for more spinout creation, and incubation to ensure their successful launch and growth; we’ll be working closely with the colleges to cocreate and implement the programming requiredInvestigating opportunities for student and faculty engagement—creating the culture of innovation that the report describes as so necessary—talks byt local entrpreneurs, challenge activities, hackathons and pitch sessions on existing IP or prototypes to develop business cases. Viewing 71North as a launch pad for these endeavorsStrategic Development TeamWith guidance of VPs Blazey, Squires, Contsones a strategic development team (SDT) has been formed to improve institutional synergy through the creation of a new, interdivisional approach to the identification, development and execution of key strategies through the alignment of research, engagement and resource developmentPrimary goals of the SDT will be the development projects and programs that require contributions from across campus such as investment-worthy projects and programs that match donor and investor interest with NIU priorities, interdisciplinary research proposals spanning departments and colleges,  and inter-institutional programs involving multiple units on campus. The Office of Innovation will be playing a key integration role in this endeavor and I’ll be serving as the Team’s chair.



Closing Comments

• Employing a “whole of ecosystem” strategy 
with a focus on NIU strengths

• Building momentum, setting context for 
increasing innovation impact
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Close by saying that the office is working hard at setting the conditions for long term innovation viability and success at NIU. We’re working on engaging the whole of ecosystem, leveraging the innovation engines NIU has to offer, and building momentum through FY21 to achieve greater innovation impacts in the coming years.
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